1. Curriculum

Report items:
- NEW: Biomedical Informatics concentration – Applied Computing and Informatics BS
- NEW: Design and Innovation concentration – Applied Computing and Informatics BS
- NEW: Applied Leadership Studies BS – Division of Continuing Studies
- Delivery change: Middle Level concentration – Secondary Education MS (from HYB to Online & Traditional)
- Delivery change: Computer Science, MS – addition of Online Delivery
- Delivery change: Computer Science BS – addition of Online Delivery
- Delivery change: Information Assurance concentration CSCIBS – addition of Online Delivery
- Delivery change: Software Engineering concentration – Computer Science MS – addition of Online Delivery
- Delivery change: Artificial Intelligence concentration, Computer Science, MS – addition of Online Delivery
- Delivery change: Healthy Aging concentration – Gerontology, BS – addition of Online Delivery
- Name change: Multilingual Learner from English as a Second Language (ESL) – Elementary Education MS
- Name change: Child, Youth, and Community Science concentration from Family & Community – Elementary Education BS in Education
- Name change: Music Industry concentration from Music Entrepreneurial Studies - Music BA
- Deactivation: Applied Mathematics concentration – MATHBA & MATHBS
- Deactivation: Computational Mathematics concentration – MATHBA & MATHBS
- Deactivation: Art (PK-12) undergraduate endorsement – CEHHS
- Deactivation: School Librarian concentration – ELEDBS & SEDBS
- Deactivation: Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics concentration – ELEDBS
- Deactivation: Youth & Training concentration - SEDBS
- Moratorium – MALT MA

Vote Item:
- NEW: English Dual Enrollment Grad expediated certificate
Course Syllabi
You may access the courses at https://nextcatalog.unomaha.edu/courseleaf/approve. You will be reviewing the courses under Your Role: select EPAC-Associate VC.

New Courses –
1. ANTH 8296 ANTH/MEDH 4290: Drug Use, Addiction & Culture
2. APLD 3010 Prior Learning Assessment Portfolio Development
3. BIOL/ENVN 2020 Statistics for Life and Environmental Science
4. BMCH 8020 – BMKI 9021: Wearable Materials for Biomechanical Performance II
5. CFAM 1010 Professional Seminar Communication, Fine Arts and Media
6. CHEM 4990 Senior Assessment in Chemistry
7. COMM 8270 Rhetoric and Social Movements
8. CSCI 2880: Introduction to Generative AI
9. CSCI 8460 Fundamental of Robotics
10. ENGL 8946 ENGL/MEDH 4940 Publishing the Linden Review
11. EXPL 1010 Exploratory Studies: College Explorations and Success Seminar
12. HEKI 8910 Internship in Health and Kinesiology
13. HIST
14. SPAN 8546/4540 The Language of Reggaeton: Race, Gender & Caribbean Flows
15. STAT/DSCI 8950: Data Science Capstone Project
16. THEA 2290 Dance for the Theatre II

Revised Course –
1. TED 8030 Seminar in Education (updated credit hours from set 3 to variable 1-3)

FYI - Deactivated Courses –
1. CMST 8146 Communication and Human Relationships
2. CMST 8226 Health Communication